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A B S T R A C T   

Background and purpose: Dizziness may persist even after the causative vestibular imbalance subsides. Although 
the precise mechanism of chronic dizziness is unknown, various cerebral activity changes associated with it have 
been reported. To understand its mechanism in the absence of the causative vestibular imbalance, we compared 
cerebral changes in chronic dizziness with and without persistent vestibular imbalance. 
Methods: Between September 2014 and March 2020, we examined regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in 12 
patients having chronic post-lateral medullary infarction dizziness with persistent brainstem vestibular imbal-
ance and 23 patients having chronic dizziness without currently active vestibular imbalance using single-photon 
emission computed tomography (SPECT) with 99m Technetium-ethyl cysteinate dimer. Further, we analyzed the 
SPECT images using a voxel-based group comparison. 
Results: We observed a decreased rCBF in the occipital lobe and increased rCBF in the medial and inferior parts of 
the temporal lobe in patients having chronic dizziness with and without active vestibular imbalance compared to 
healthy controls. However, only patients having chronic dizziness without active vestibular imbalance exhibited 
increased rCBF in the frontal lobe, including the orbitofrontal cortex. 
Conclusion: This is the first study to highlight the difference in rCBF changes between patients having chronic 
dizziness with and without active vestibular imbalance. Decreased occipital lobe activity and increased medial 
and inferior temporal lobe activity may be related to keeping dizziness perception triggered regardless of the 
presence or absence of active vestibular imbalance, whereas increased frontal lobe activity may explain the 
dizziness background to persist after the disappearance of vestibular imbalance.   

1. Introduction 

Chronic sensory stimulation, such as pain and sound, may cause 
cerebral activity changes not only in the causative sensory perception 
pathway regions but also in other regions [1,2]. Some of these cerebral 
activity changes may in turn lead to chronicity. This can further trigger 
persistence of the sensory perception even when the original stimulus 
subsides [1,2]. Thus, cerebral changes in patients with chronic sensory 
symptoms can be both the result and the cause of the symptoms. 
Dizziness is one of the sensory stimuli that cause changes in cerebral 
activity [3]. 

A primary cause of acute stage dizziness or vertigo is an imbalance 
between the activities of the vestibular nuclei caused by peripheral 
vestibular disorders. In such disorders, the cerebellum is known to 
suppress the contralateral vestibular nucleus and corrects the brainstem 
vestibular imbalance (vestibular compensation) [4,5]. Therefore, 
dizziness due to peripheral vestibular disorders usually improves within 
a short period of time. However, dizziness may persist when the 
brainstem-cerebellar vestibular compensation mechanism collapses for 
some reasons like in the brainstem or cerebellar infarction. Lateral 
medullary infarction (LMI) involves around the vestibular nucleus. 
Consequently, dizziness perdures and is usually associated with other 
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neurologic symptoms such as gait disturbance, dysphagia, hoarseness, 
and impaired facial and contralateral limb/body sensation (Wallenberg 
syndrome) in the acute stage [6,7]. The dizziness accompanying LMI can 
sometimes persist even after improvement of other neurologic symp-
toms and can lead to serious psychosocial sequelae [8–10]. One of the 
postulated mechanisms of dizziness persistence in LMI involves patho-
logical disinhibition of the ipsilateral brainstem vestibular function from 
the cerebellum [9–11]. In such a case, instead of the usual brainstem- 
cerebellar vestibular compensation [12], an abnormal brainstem 
vestibular imbalance continues. This may be supported by the existence 
of persistent ipsilateral nystagmus in the chronic stage of LMI patients 
resulting in long-lasting dizziness [9]. Cerebral changes in patients 
having chronic post-LMI dizziness are thought to be the result of 
persistent vestibular imbalance signal inputs. These cerebral changes 
associated with chronic post-LMI dizziness may reflect a continuous 
dizziness recognition state, rather than the cause of chronic dizziness. 

Dizziness may persist even after an abnormal vestibular imbalance 
subsides. Persistent postural-perceptual dizziness (PPPD) is a recently 
defined syndrome by the Bárány Society and included in the 11th edi-
tion of the International Statistical Classification of Disease and Related 
Health Problems (ICD-11) [13]. The primary features of PPPD are 
persistent dizziness, unsteadiness, and/or non-spinning vertigo that can 
interrupt daily life. PPPD is typically preceded by acute vestibular dis-
orders, lasting for more than 3 months, and exacerbated by upright 
posture, active or passive motion without regard to direction or position, 
and/or exposure to moving visual stimuli or complex visual patterns 
[13]. Dizziness in PPPD persists beyond the course of the original acute 
vestibular disorder. The pathophysiological mechanism in PPPD is 
estimated to be mainly an abnormal adaptation of visual and/or so-
matosensory dependence; thus, PPPD may be a chronic dizziness due to 
cerebral activity changes for dizziness sensitization [3]. These cerebral 
changes in PPPD are thought to be the cause of chronic dizziness. 

There have been no reports comparing cerebral changes in persistent 
dizziness due to prevailing brainstem vestibular imbalance (e.g., post- 
LMI dizziness) with that of dizziness pursuing even after the vestibular 
imbalance disappearance (e.g., PPPD). In the former case, cerebral 
changes accompanying dizziness are considered to correspond to the 
results of chronic abnormal vestibular inputs, whereas in the latter case, 
the changes are considered to contribute to the chronicity of dizziness 
symptoms. In this study, we aimed to compare the cerebral changes in 
patients having chronic post-LMI dizziness with persistent brainstem 
vestibular imbalance and those having chronic dizziness in absence of 
active vestibular imbalance. Single-photon emission computed tomog-
raphy (SPECT) is generally employed to investigate cerebral condition 
changes in various cerebral diseases because altered neuronal activity 
involves corresponding changes in cerebral perfusion. Thus, we inves-
tigated the changes in regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in patients 
with chronic dizziness and compared their characteristics using SPECT. 

2. Methods 

We conducted a cross-sectional observational study in Yokohama 
Brain and Spine Center between the period from September 2014 to 
March 2020. This study was approved by the institutional review board 
(No. 141400701), and written informed consent was obtained from all 
participants before the study initiation. The data that support the find-
ings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon 
reasonable request. 

2.1. Chronic dizziness patients with persisting brainstem vestibular 
imbalance 

The persistence of brainstem vestibular imbalance is reflected in 
continual of obvious ipsilateral nystagmus in post-LMI patients [9]. 
Thus, we recruited patients from a chronic stage of isolated LMI popu-
lation with persisting dizziness (including unsteadiness and/or non- 

spinning vertigo), displaying ipsilateral nystagmus in all spontaneous, 
head-shaking, and positional testing conditions [9,10]. The exclusion 
criteria for the study included patients under 20 years of age, having any 
peripheral vestibular disorder detected by quantifiable video-head im-
pulse test (vHIT) or rotatory stimulation test, psychiatric disorder, or 
structural brain lesions (except LMI) detected by magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI). Patients with limb weakness or ataxia were also 
excluded. Eventually, 12 patients with chronic post-LMI dizziness 
participated in this study as patients with chronic dizziness and persis-
tent brainstem vestibular imbalance (medullary infarction group, MI 
group) (Table 1). In all patients in the MI group, the duration of dizziness 
was the same as the time from the onset of LMI. The degree of dizziness 
was rated using the Dizziness Handicap Inventory (DHI), which con-
sisted of 25 questions representing the effects of dizziness on daily life in 
three domains: functional, emotional, and physical [14]. 

2.2. Chronic dizziness patients without currently active vestibular 
imbalance 

Patients whose chief complaint was chronic dizziness (including 
unsteadiness and/or non-spinning vertigo) with a relatively clear onset 
time, which was easily worsened temporarily due to various self-stimuli 
(certain motion or posture) and perceptual stimuli (certain visual 
stimuli) [15–18] were only recruited. Patients were excluded if they 
were under 20 years of age, or if they showed any abnormalities in 
neuro-otologic vestibular tests, including nystagmus and eye movement 
tests as checked by a charge-coupled camera with infrared illumination 
built-in Frenzel goggles, quantifiable vHIT or rotatory stimulation test, 
and cervical and ocular vestibular evoked myogenic potential tests. 
Patients were also excluded if they had any abnormal neurologic man-
ifestations such as dysarthria, weakness, sensory deficit, ataxia, psy-
chiatric disorder, or structural brain lesions detected by MRI. 
Eventually, 23 patients with chronic dizziness without the currently 
active vestibular imbalance participated in this study as the chronic 
dizziness group (CD group) (Table 1). In addition to the duration and 
degree of chronic dizziness, preceding acute dizziness episodes in any of 
the patients in the group were evaluated, and the preceding vestibular 
disorders were investigated from the medical records of our or other 
hospitals. It should be noted that patients in the CD group could not be 
diagnosed with PPPD because the diagnostic criteria for PPPD were not 
determined at the beginning of this study, although most of them met 
the diagnostic criteria for PPPD [13]. 

2.3. Statistical analysis of patients' clinical characteristics 

Differences in background characteristics between patient groups 
were analyzed using the Mann-Whitney U test (age), Pearson chi-square 
test (sex ratio), or Kruskal-Wallis test (duration of dizziness and DHI 
score). Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS statistical soft-
ware (version 22, IBM, Armonk, NY), and statistical significance was set 
at p < 0.05. 

Table 1 
Clinical characteristics of participated patients.  

Characteristics MI group (n = 12) CD group (n = 23) p value 

Age (years) 53.0 ± 8.6 69.0 ± 9.8 < 0.001 
Sex (female %) 33.3 60.9 0.16 
Disease duration (months) 13.0 ± 11.9 15.4 ± 15.9 0.79 
DHI score 51.3 50.4 0.67 

Data are presented as mean ± SD. 
MI, chronic post-lateral medullary infarction dizziness; CD, chronic dizziness 
without currently active vestibular imbalance; DHI, Dizziness Handicap 
Inventory. 
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2.4. SPECT imaging analysis 

SPECT studies were performed on the two chronic dizziness patient 
groups using a dual-head gamma camera (Symbia E/4C, Canon Medical 
Systems, Otawara, Japan) with a low-energy, high-resolution colli-
mator. Images were acquired for 21 min starting 10 min after intrave-
nous injection of 600–740 MBq of Technetium-99m ethyl cysteinate 
dimer (99mTc-ECD) while patients were lying down in the supine posi-
tion with eyes closed in a dimly lit quiet room [19]. Projection data were 
collected in a 128 × 128 matrix size with angular sampling of 4◦ (45 
views per detector) and continuous mode acquisition (6 rotations and 
210 s per rotation). The data were then reconstructed into transaxial 
images using filtered back-projection with Butterworth filtering (order 
8, cut-off 0.34 cycles/cm). Attenuation correction was performed using 
Chang's method (attenuation coefficient, 0.15 cm− 1). Thereafter, SPECT 
images of each patient group were compared to those with age-matched 
controls prepared in advance that consisted of 70 healthy subjects, 
including a middle-aged group (40–59 years of age, 19 men and 11 
women) and an older age group (60–69 years of age, 18 men and 22 
women) [19,20]. 

Voxel-based group comparisons of SPECT data between the patient 
and the control groups were performed using Statistical Parametric 
Mapping 8 (SPM8) (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, 
London, UK) (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) [21] and MATLAB 
version R2013a (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The patient SPECT 
images were spatially normalized using SPM8 to the 99mTc-ECD tem-
plate, which was included in the easy Z-score imaging system (eZIS; 
FUJIFILM Toyama Chemical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) [19,20,22] for 
analysis of brain perfusion SPECT images. The process was performed 
with a 12-parameter affine transformation and 16 nonlinear iteration 
algorithms. The normalized images were resliced onto the Montreal 
Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates in 2 × 2 × 2 mm3 voxels, and 
then smoothed using a three-dimensional isotropic Gaussian kernel with 
a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 12 mm, and the brain mask 
was applied as in the eZIS process. Student's t-map of the patient images 
compared with the control data (images of mean and standard deviation, 
spatially normalized using the same ECD template as the patients) 
attached in the eZIS program was computed with in-house MATLAB 
scripts. The effect of global differences in cerebral blood flow between 
images was removed by proportional scaling. 

3. Results 

3.1. Study patients and their characteristics 

The clinical characteristics of the patients are summarized in Table 1. 
In 12 patients with post-LMI dizziness (MI group), right- and left-sided 
lesions were observed in five and seven patients, respectively. The 
mean age of the MI group patients was 53.0 years, and the percentage of 
women was 33.3%. The mean duration of dizziness in these patients was 
the same as the elapsed time from LMI onset and was 13.0 months. The 
mean DHI scores were 51.3. In contrast, among 23 patients with chronic 
dizziness without currently active vestibular imbalance (CD group), 19 
patients had preceding episodes of acute vestibular disorders that trig-
gered chronic dizziness; nine patients had preceding vestibular disorders 
having benign paroxysmal positional vertigo, eight displayed vestibular 
neuritis, one presented Ramsay Hunt syndrome, and another had 
Ménière's disease. The preceding vestibular disorders at the time of 
participation in the study were confirmed to have already improved 
without sequelae using neuro-otologic vestibular tests. The mean age of 
the CD group patients was 69.0 years, and the percentage of women was 
60.9%. The mean duration of dizziness was 15.4 months, and the mean 
DHI scores were 50.4. 

There was no significant difference in the sex ratio, duration 
(months), or degree (DHI score) of dizziness between the MI and CD 
groups. However, the mean age was significantly higher in the CD group 

(p < 0.001) (Table 1). 

3.2. Changes in regional cerebral blood flow in patients with chronic 
dizziness compared to healthy subjects 

Compared with the age-matched healthy controls [19,20], patients 
in the MI group showed a significant relative decrease in rCBF in the 
occipital lobe, including the left lingual gyrus, inferior occipital gyrus, 
and cuneus, and right middle occipital gyrus and cuneus (Table 2, 
Fig. 1). Moreover, they showed a significant relative increase in rCBF in 
the insula and temporal lobe, including the right parahippocampal 
gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, and uncus, and left insula (Table 2, 
Fig. 1). According to a previous report [12], we also evaluated SPECT 
data of MI group of patients flipped to one particular side; to have all 
lesions on the same side; the data of patients with left-sided lesions were 
flipped before normalization to the right [12]. The pattern of rCBF 
changes in patients in the MI group with same-sided lesions (original 
right-sided lesion + left-sided lesion flipped to the right side) was similar 
to that in the original data (Supplement 1). 

Patients in the CD group showed a significant relative decrease in 
rCBF in the occipital lobe, including the bilateral lingual gyrus and 
cuneus, compared with the healthy control database. In addition, rCBF 
in the right precuneus, and left superior temporal gyrus and insula was 
also decreased (Table 3, Fig. 2). Moreover, patients in the CD group 
showed a significant relative increase in rCBF in the temporal and 
frontal lobes, including the right parahippocampal gyrus, fusiform 
gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, and medial frontal gyrus, and left middle 
temporal gyrus and medial frontal gyrus. rCBF in the right deep cerebral 
gray matter, including the thalamus, lentiform nucleus, and caudate, 
was also increased (Table 3, Fig. 2). 

When the differences were compared with healthy controls, 
decreased blood flow in the occipital cortex and increased blood flow in 
the medial and inferior parts of the temporal cortex were almost similar 
in the two groups. Interestingly, decreased rCBF in the perisylvian cortex 
and increased rCBF in the frontal cortex were only observed in patients 
in the CD group. 

4. Discussion 

Our study is the first to show the difference between rCBF changes in 
patients having chronic dizziness due to persistent actual vestibular 

Table 2 
Location and peaks of significant changes in regional cerebral blood flow in 
chronic post-lateral medullary infarction dizziness patients compared to healthy 
controls.  

rCBF 
changes 

Cluster 
size 
(voxels) 

t 
value 

MNI-coordinates Regions 

X Y Z 

MI < HC 1763 8.21 -14 − 90 2 Left lingual gyrus 
6.51 − 32 − 80 − 2 Left inferior occipital 

gyrus 
5.17 − 16 − 86 24 Left cuneus 

119 5.10 38 − 72 24 Right middle occipital 
gyrus 

5.04 26 − 80 26 Right cuneus 
MI > HC 742 6.47 22 − 10 − 26 Right 

parahippocampal 
gyrus 

6.28 26 12 − 40 Right superior 
temporal gyrus 

5.92 24 − 2 − 42 Right uncus 
169 6.24 − 36 − 40 18 Left insula 
135 5.27 26 − 36 − 6 Right 

parahippocampal 
gyrus 

rCBF, regional cerebral blood flow; MI, chronic post-lateral medullary infarction 
patients; HC, healthy controls. 
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imbalance and those where chronic dizziness persisted without 
currently active vestibular imbalance. Decreased occipital lobe rCBF and 
increased medial and inferior temporal lobe rCBF were commonly seen 
in chronic dizziness patients in the presence or absence of vestibular 
imbalance. However, decreased perisylvian rCBF and increased frontal 
lobe rCBF were only observed in patients having chronic dizziness even 
in absence of causative vestibular imbalance. 

4.1. Chronic dizziness patients with persisting brainstem vestibular 
imbalance 

In the acute stage of peripheral vestibular disorders, loss of unilateral 
vestibular input leads to brainstem vestibular nuclear imbalance. 
Brainstem vestibular imbalance is also produced during artificial uni-
lateral vestibular stimulation. Such vestibular imbalance generates 
abnormal ascending vestibular signals to the cerebrum, resulting in 
increased activity in the perisylvian vestibular related cortices, 
including the parieto-insular vestibular cortex (PIVC), and decreased 
activity in the visual cortex [23,24]. These cerebral changes are 
explained by a reciprocal inhibitory visual-vestibular interaction that 
prevents potential intersensory mismatch [25]. 

In this study, MI group patients had a brainstem vestibular imbalance 
in which the brainstem vestibular function on the affected side was 
abnormally amplified which could be due to disinhibition from the 
cerebellum [9,10]. Such brainstem vestibular imbalance can produce 
abnormal ascending vestibular signals to the cerebrum, unlike most 
other LMIs in which the abnormal ascending vestibular signals are 
relatively weak [12,26]. Furthermore, unlike peripheral vestibular dis-
orders usually compensated immediately by the brainstem-cerebellar 
compensation mechanism [4,5], the abnormal ascending vestibular 
signals in the patients in the MI group in the present study had lasted for 
a prolonged time. The long-lasting abnormal vestibular signals were 
confirmed by the persisting characteristic nystagmus [9,10]. Thus, the 
decreased occipital lobe rCBF and increased insular rCBF in those pa-
tients were thought to be a result of long-lasting abnormal ascending 
vestibular inputs. This might explain the similarity of cerebral activity 
change pattern of increased rCBF in perisylvian vestibular related 
cortices and decreased rCBF in the visual cortex in the MI group patients 
to those in acute peripheral vestibular disorders or during artificial 
vestibular stimulation as reported previously [23,24] (Fig. 3). 

In acute vestibular neuritis, increased activity of the perisylvian 
vestibular related cortices was observed mainly in the contralateral side 
[23]. However, despite the presence of slightly more left-sided lesions, 
increased rCBF in the insula was seen predominantly on the left side of 
the MI group patients' cortices. Although the dominance of the human 
vestibular cortex is suggested to be in the right (non-dominant) hemi-
sphere [24], left-side dominant activity changes in vestibular related 
cortices were reported in patients with chronic dizziness [27,28]; 
however, in such cases, the activities were not increased but decreased. 

Fig. 1. Decreased (blue) and increased (red) regional cerebral blood flow in patients with chronic post-lateral medullary infarction dizziness compared with healthy 
controls. 
T > 4.5 (height p < 0.00001 without correction of multiple comparison) areas are shown with an extent >100 voxels. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 3 
Location and peaks of significant changes in regional cerebral blood flow in 
chronic dizziness patients without currently active vestibular imbalance patients 
compared to healthy controls.  

rCBF 
changes 

Cluster 
size 
(voxels) 

t 
value 

MNI-coordinates Regions 

X Y Z  

CD < HC 7031 8.62 − 10 − 86 4 Left lingual gyrus 
7.90 − 22 − 82 38 Left cuneus 
7.89 4 − 102 − 8 Right lingual gyrus 
6.45 22 − 84 20 Right cuneus 

161 6.50 − 50 − 24 − 4 Left superior temporal 
gyrus 

244 6.01 − 54 − 32 22 Left insula 
323 5.83 18 − 56 58 Right precuneus 

CD > HC 277 7.77 − 24 34 − 22 Left medial frontal 
gyrus (orbitofrontal 
cortex) 

648 7.55 14 − 24 2 Right parahippocampal 
gyrus/thalamus 

3012 7.48 50 − 4 − 32 Right fusiform gyrus 
7.28 66 − 28 − 18 Right middle temporal 

gyrus 
6.53 24 − 10 − 26 Right parahippocampal 

gyrus 
3004 7.13 − 58 4 − 30 Left middle temporal 

gyrus 
187 6.95 12 42 − 26 Right medial frontal 

gyrus (orbitofrontal 
cortex) 

228 6.20 24 2 22 Right caudate 
5.62 22 10 10 Right lentiform nucleus 

rCBF, regional cerebral blood flow; CD, chronic dizziness patients without 
currently active vestibular imbalance; HC, healthy controls. 
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Fig. 2. Decreased (blue) and increased (red) regional cerebral blood flow in patients with chronic dizziness without currently active vestibular imbalance compared 
with healthy controls. 
T > 4.5 (height p < 0.00001 without correction of multiple comparison) areas are shown with an extent >100 voxels. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 3. Schematic diagrams of the cortex explaining hypothesis of changes in cerebral blood flow in chronic dizziness. 
A) Normal state. 
B) Acute peripheral vestibular disorders. 
Ascending abnormal vestibular inputs increases the activity of the perisylvian vestibular related cortices, which leads to occipital lobe hypoactivity. 
C) Chronic post-lateral medullary infarction dizziness. 
Long-lasting abnormal vestibular inputs cause hyperactivity in the medial and inferior parts of the temporal lobe hyperactivity, which reflects persistent dizziness 
perception. 
D) Chronic dizziness without currently active vestibular disorders. 
Temporal lobe hyperactivity, similar to that in chronic post-lateral medullary infarction dizziness, occurs despite the absence of abnormal vestibular inputs. Frontal 
lobe hyperactivity may be a trigger or cause of temporal lobe hyperactivity and dizziness chronicity. 
E) Persistent postural-perceptual dizziness. 
Postural control, emotional control, and decision making to the perceived spatial orientation become unresponsive and stiffened over time, and frontal and temporal 
lobe activity decreases. 
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Vestibular signal processing in vestibular-related cortices seemed to 
occur on both sides. 

In the MI group patients, increased rCBF was extended not only to 
the perisylvian vestibular related cortices, such as the PIVC, but also to 
the medial and inferior parts of the temporal lobe, including the para-
hippocampal gyrus. The parahippocampal gyrus plays an important role 
in spatial cognition and analysis [29]. As dizziness is the sensation of 
disturbed or impaired spatial orientation [30], the association between 
persistent dizziness and hyperactivity in such spatial processing areas 
might be rational (Fig. 3). 

4.2. Chronic dizziness patients without currently active vestibular 
imbalance 

In the CD group, occipital lobe rCBF was found to decrease, like that 
of the MI group patients. Such a decrease in occipital lobe activity was 
similar to that observed in acute peripheral and central vestibular dis-
orders [12,23]. Decreased occipital lobe activity may be a common 
characteristic in patients with dizziness, regardless of the duration of 
dizziness, and the presence of active vestibular imbalance. On the con-
trary, unlike the MI group, rCBF in the perisylvian vestibular related 
cortices, such as the PIVC, was decreased in the CD group (Fig. 3). A 
decrease in rCBF in vestibular-related cortices was also reported earlier 
in PPPD patients who had no active vestibular disorders [28]. Decreased 
activity in these vestibular-related cortices in chronic dizziness without 
currently active vestibular imbalance, such as PPPD, is thought to reflect 
an abnormal adaptation in which the priority shifts from vestibular in-
formation to other sensory information in processing spatial orientation 
information [3]. Patients with CD in our study might also have such 
abnormal adaptations. 

rCBF in the patients in the CD group was found to increase in the 
medial and inferior parts of the temporal lobe, including the para-
hippocampal gyrus. Increased rCBF in these spatial processing areas was 
also observed in patients in the MI group who had persistent vestibular 
imbalance. Taken together, an increase in activity in these spatial pro-
cessing areas might occur during the persistence of dizziness regardless 
of the presence of actual vestibular imbalance. Increased activity in the 
temporal lobe, including the parahippocampal gyrus, might be related 
to keeping dizziness perception triggered rather than the result of 
persistent vestibular imbalance because it occurred even in chronic 
dizziness without active vestibular imbalance (Fig. 3). 

Increased rCBF was also seen in the frontal lobe, especially in the 
bilateral orbitofrontal cortex, in the CD group patients. The orbitofrontal 
cortex is a multifunctional area involved in sensory integration, mood 
control, decision making, and expectation. It links multimodal sensory 
information with emotions and decision making [31,32]. It cannot be 
denied that chronic dizziness, that is, distorted spatial information, 
might adversely affect emotions and decision-making. However, since 
frontal lobe rCBF did not increase in the patients in the MI group with 
chronic dizziness in presence of actual vestibular imbalance, the in-
crease in the same in the patients in the CD group might be the cause of 
chronic dizziness rather than the result. Increased frontal lobe activity 
might distort spatial information and lead to medial and inferior tem-
poral lobe hyperactivity, thereby, triggering dizziness perception 
(Fig. 3). 

Although our CD group patients could not be diagnosed with PPPD, 
their characteristics were similar to those of PPPD in that they had 
chronic dizziness without currently active vestibular disorders. Actually, 
78% of our CD group patients met the diagnostic criteria for PPPD, when 
retrospectively applied the criteria. In PPPD patients, frontal lobe rCBF 
has been reported to be decreased [28], in contrast to our findings where 
increased frontal lobe rCBF in patients with CD was observed. Decreased 
frontal lobe activity in chronic subjective dizziness whose clinical 
characteristics largely overlap with PPPD [13,17] has also been indi-
cated by functional MRI [33]. The main difference in clinical features 
between these previously reported chronic dizziness patients and 

patients in the CD group in our study was the duration of dizziness. The 
duration of dizziness in the previously reported patients was approxi-
mately 3 years, whereas that in the patients in the CD group in this study 
was about a year. Based on this duration difference, we assume that, 
when dizziness persists even after the disappearance of the causative 
vestibular disorder, the frontal lobe activity is increased in the early 
stage and decreased in the late stage. If frontal lobe hyperactivity is the 
cause or trigger rather than the result of persistent dizziness, our 
assumption of frontal lobe activity change might be probable. Increased 
activity in the frontal lobe, especially in the orbitofrontal cortex, is a 
characteristic of anxiety disorders [34,35], that may be a background 
factor in the development of dizziness persistence after improvement of 
the causative vestibular imbalance [15]. Increased activity in the frontal 
lobe was also reported to be observed in transient Mal de Debarquement 
syndrome, that is, self-motion sensation after passive movement expo-
sure such as sea travel [36]. Frontal lobe activation in Mal de Debar-
quement syndrome may also be a trigger for dizziness persistence after 
disembarking. 

It is unclear why frontal lobe activity decreases [28] in PPPD patients 
having a sufficient duration of dizziness. Unlike the CD patients in our 
study, the medial and inferior parts of the temporal lobe activity were 
also found to decrease despite increased frontal and occipital lobe 
connectivity in reported PPPD patients (Fig. 3) [27]. This decreased 
cerebral activity was thought to reflect the failure of postural control, 
emotional control, and decision-making to the perceived spatial orien-
tation [3,28]. These factors might become unresponsive and stiffened 
over time. If so, the timing of the treatment for PPPD patients should be 
initiated earlier, before the cerebral activity might burn out. 

4.3. Limitations 

This being a cross-sectional study, the causality between the cerebral 
perfusion changes and chronic dizziness could not be established. It was 
also limited by the small number of patients included in the study 
despite the long study period. One of the reasons for this was that pa-
tients who did not consent to the SPECT study were not included. Our 
CD group patients may be heterogeneous because the diagnostic criteria 
for PPPD were not established when the study was initiated. SPECT data 
of healthy controls were not simultaneously obtained, but the data was 
prepared in advance, the data usage was already established. Positron 
emission tomography (PET) measurements might be more suitable for 
the quantitative evaluation of regional neural activity. Functional MRI 
evaluations with better spatial resolutions should be included. Although 
psychological status might affect rCBF, we did not quantitatively assess 
the anxiety and depression symptoms of the patients. 

5. Conclusion 

The results of our study not only showed the difference between rCBF 
changes in persisting dizziness with and without actual vestibular 
imbalance, but also indicated a potential pathophysiologic mechanism 
of chronic dizziness. Increased activity in medial and inferior parts of the 
temporal lobe may be related to keeping dizziness perception triggered, 
and increased activity in the frontal lobe may act as the background for 
dizziness to persist even after the disappearance of vestibular imbalance. 
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